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Abstract: Women have been allowed to drive in Saudi Arabia since 2018, revoking a 30-year ban that
also adhered to the traffic rules provided in the country. Conventional drivers are often monitored for
safe driving by monitoring their facial reactions, eye blinks, and expressions. As driving experience
and vehicle handling features have been less exposed to novice women drivers in Saudi Arabia,
technical assistance and physical observations are mandatory. Such observations are sensed as
images/video frames for computer-based analyses. Precise computer vision processes are employed
for detecting and classifying events using image processing. The identified events are unique to
novice women drivers in Saudi Arabia, assisting with their vehicle usage. This article introduces
the Event Detection using Segmented Frame (ED-SF) method to improve the abnormal Eye-Blink
Detection (EBD) of women drivers. The eye region is segmented using variation pixel extraction
in this process. The pixel extraction process requires textural variation identified from different
frames. The condition is that the frames are to be continuous in the event detection. This method
employs a convolution neural network with two hidden layer processes. In the first layer, continuous
and discrete frame differentiations are identified. The second layer is responsible for segmenting
the eye region, devouring the textural variation. The variations and discrete frames are used for
training the neural network to prevent segment errors in the extraction process. Therefore, the
frame segment changes are used for Identifying the expressions through different inputs across
different texture luminosities. This method applies to less-experienced and road-safety-knowledge-
lacking woman drivers who have initiated their driving journey in Saudi-Arabia-like countries.
Thus the proposed method improves the EBD accuracy by 9.5% compared to Hybrid Convolutional
Neural Networks (HCNN), Long Short-Term Neural Networks (HCNN + LSTM), Two-Stream
Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks (2S-STGCN), and the Customized Driving Fatigue
Detection Method CDFDM.

Keywords: CNN; eye blink detection; feature extraction; woman driving

1. Introduction

There are few women drivers in Saudi Arabia. Financial barriers and high driving
class fees present difficulties in getting a license for women in Saudi Arabia. Driving class
fee rates are high for women when compared to driving classes for men [1,2]. Proper
driving skills and knowledge are a must for women drivers to get a license for driving a
vehicle in Saudi Arabia. Women drivers require the proper training to drive vehicles [3].
Saudi Arabia was the world’s last country with a low rate of women drivers. Today, the
various opportunities and possibilities available are increasing in Saudi Arabia for women
drivers [4].
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Learning the safety and driving rules is important for every woman driver in Saudi
Arabia. Driving classes and sessions are provided to women drivers to learn the skills
and safety rules for the driving process [5,6]. High and low driving classes and practices
are provided to women drivers in Saudi Arabia. Safety rules such as backups, cautions,
precautions, and the actual meaning of signs are provided via these driving classes [7,8].
The proper road safety skills and knowledge are also provided to the women drivers,
reducing the accident rates in Saudi Arabia [9].

Eye-blink detection is a method used to detect a person’s eye-blinking range. The
eye-blink detection method is used in the monitoring system for women drivers in Saudi
Arabia [10,11]. The eye-blink detection method identifies important evidence for detecting
a driver’s driving behavior during their driving. A drivers’ normal blinking (NB) rate is
monitored via wireless sensors at both roadsides and in vehicles [12,13]. The eye-blink
detection method maximizes the safety of travelers and minimizes the overall accident
rate [14].

Image processing technology is used to identify the important features and patterns
from the given images [15]. The image processing technique is used for the women driver’s
Eye Blink Detection (EBD) process in Saudi Arabia [16]. The image processing technique
detects the exact blinking range of these women drivers, which the Saudi Arabia govern-
ment uses for its safety management systems [17]. Image processing reduces the eye-blink
detection process’s latency and error ratio, improving the system’s efficiency range [18].
Several methods, such as Convolution Neural Networks (CNN), the attention-based multi-
modal fusion approach, the Head-up-display (HUD) technique, the Situation awareness
global assessment technique (SAGAT), and long short-term memory (LSTM), are widely
applied to perform the blink detection process. However, while these existing methods
achieve the maximum accuracy, they have a latency and error rate. The research issues are
addressed with the help of two-layer convolution neural networks. The contributions of
this article are listed as follows:

• Designing an event detection method for identifying the eye blinks of women drivers
in Saudi Arabia to assist in safe driving

• Designing an Event Detection using the Segmented Frame (ED-SF) method, which
uses a two-layer convolution neural network for frame differentiation and sequence
detection in order to reduce the variation errors in the event detection

• Performing an experimental analysis using the Niqab dataset to prove the consistency
of the proposed method

• Performing a comparative analysis using specific metrics and methods for external verification.

2. Related Works

This section presents a discussion of the works related to the proposed concept. The
works from the previous authors, with their key focus areas and findings, are tabulated
and theoretically expressed in this section. First, Table 1 summarizes the references [19–25]
for the same.

Yamabe et al. [26] proposed a new comfortable awakening method for sleeping drivers.
The proposed method is commonly used for automated driving systems. The proposed
method detects the exact drowsiness range of drivers during autonomous driving. A
human–machine interface (HMI) is implemented in the vehicles, which provides the
necessary interaction services to the drivers. HMI reduces these drowsiness levels (2.3%)
and ensures the safety of travelers.

Guo et al. [27] presented a Hybrid Convolutional Neural Network (HCNN)-based
drowsiness detection method. The long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithm is also
used in the detection method, which detects the relevant data for further processes. The
LSTM and CNN algorithms decrease the drowsiness detection process’s time and energy
consumption ratio. The experimental results show that the presented CNN-based method
maximizes the detection process’s accuracy (84.85%).
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Table 1. Summary of references [19–25].

Author Title Key Areas Methods Used Findings

Jordan et al. [19]

Deep learning
(DL)-based EBD method

for edge computing
systems.

The main aim of the
method is to identify

the driver’s drowsiness
ratio during driving.

The convolutional
neural network (CNN)
model is used here to

detect the eye blinking
range of the person.

Increases the accuracy
of the EBD process.

Mou et al. [20]

An isotropic
self-supervised learning

(IsoSSL) model for driver
drowsiness detection

process.

IsoSSL detects the exact
drowsiness range of

drivers via videos and
images.

An attention-based
multi-modal fusion

method is implemented
to identify the facial

features of the drivers.

The IsoSSL model
reduces the accident
range on roadsides.

Bai et al. [21]

A Two-Stream
Spatial-Temporal Graph
Convolutional Network

(2S-STGCN) for
drowsiness detection.

The STGCN identifies
the facial expression
ratio of the drivers.

A feature extraction
method is used to

extract the important
data for detection.

Minimizes the error
ratio in drowsiness

detection.

Li et al. [22]

A new EBD method for
non-driving-related tasks

(NDRT) in automated
vehicles.

The goal is to reduce
accidents and ensure

the users’ safety.

Head-up-display
(HUD) technique is
used to predict the

eye-blinking range of
the drivers.

Increases the accuracy
of the EBD process.

Liang et al. [23]
A new technique for the

eye-tracking
investigation process.

The proposed
technique investigates

the effects of
pre-takeover request

(TOR) for the tracking
process.

Situation awareness
global assessment

technique (SAGAT) is
used here to analyze
the actual behavioral

patterns of the drivers.

Enhances the accuracy
and efficiency range of

the eye-tracking
system.

Akrout et al. [24]
A novel approach for

driver fatigue detection
process.

The proposed approach
identifies drivers’

drowsiness, fatigue,
and yawning levels

during driving.

Visual characteristics
analysis is used to

produce optimal data
for the detection

process.

Maximizes the accuracy
of fatigue detection.

Zeng et al. [25]
A Customized Driving

Fatigue Detection
Method (CDFDM).

The developed method
identifies the fatigue
level of drivers from

the given images.

A long short-term
memory (LSTM)

algorithm is used here
to detect the important

datasets from the
database.

Increases the overall
accuracy in the fatigue

recognition process.

Li et al. [28] introduced a facial-feature-based driver fatigue detection approach. Both
recurrent gate unit (GRU) and integrated facial features data are used for the detection. A
multi-task convolutional neural network (MTCNN) model is used to extract the compre-
hensive facial features of the drivers. The MTCNN model predicts the exact fatigue level
of the drivers, providing optimal security services to its users. Thus, the method detects
fatigue with a 97.47% accuracy.

Wijnands et al. [29] developed a real-time monitoring system for driver drowsiness
detection on a mobile platform. A three-dimensional (3D) neural network is used in the
system, which gathers the drivers’ facial features and patterns using wireless sensors.
Both the spatial and temporal features are combined and produce optimal datasets for
monitoring systems. The developed monitoring system improves the performance and
efficiency (98.03%) of the driving system’s range.

Cui et al. [30] proposed a deep learning (DL)-based real-time detection method for the
driver fatigue recognition process. The DL technique detects the exact fatigue cause and
condition range of the driver based on facial expressions and features. The DL technique
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calculates the fatigue level of drivers and provides the necessary safety services to reduce
the fatigue range. The proposed method achieves a high accuracy (2.1% improvement) in
the detection process, enhancing the driving systems’ effectiveness.

R. Ghosh et al. [31] utilized K-Nearest Neighboring and LSTM networks to identify
the EBD from the EEG signal. The EEG signal is analyzed using a 0.5 s sliding widow that
eliminates the artifacts. The peak value and amplitude-related features are extracted and
classified using the classifier. The classifier identifies the eye blinks with a 97.4% accuracy.

Egambaram et al. [32] applied a Deep Learning Model to identify and detect driver
drowsiness. The EEG signal is collected and processed with the help of the BLINKER
algorithm, which predicts the eye blink features. Then, a deep learning classifier is used to
identify the drowsiness with a 94.91% accuracy.

Event detection relies on driver fatigue and drowsiness reflected in the eyes of these
drivers. Computer-vision-based techniques extract the heterogeneous features for analyz-
ing the time-sequence-based events. Such a process requires pre-classified sequences for
identifying the missing and terminated sequences for precise error detection. To strengthen
this concept, this article introduced a segmented frame method for differentiating sequences
over various observation intervals. Such intervals are pre-classified for preventing the
variation errors that are reflected in event detection.

3. Event Detection Using Segmented Frame Method

The ED-SF method was designed to improve the precise monitoring of women drivers’
abnormal eye blink recognition, based on discrete and continuous observation inputs. The
required inputs are observed from women drivers in Saudi Arabia (i.e.,), and their facial
expressions, eye blinks, and expressions at the time of a driving journey are observed
at different time intervals. The main objective of this face image processing method
is to identify the eye blink region and reduce the segment error when analyzing the
variations and discrete frames in the textural feature extraction process. The challenging
task in this manuscript is the extraction and augmentation of a discrete frame detected
sequence of the novice women drivers. The eye blink instances are stored as records for the
previously identified event-occurring instances. The proposed method’s step-by-step work
is illustrated in Figure 1.
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The facial expressions and eye blinking of novice women drivers are observed through
monitoring systems such as wearable sensors, mirrors, and in-car cams, etc., which are
placed in vehicles for technical assistance and the physical observation of women drivers
in Saudi Arabia. These observations are sensed as images/video frames for computer-
based analyses, the identified event-occurring region is segmented, and then variation
is identified through a textural extraction from different frames. Such observations are
classified as discrete and continuous frames. In discrete frame observation, the identified
events occur in the eye region. This region is segmented using variation pixel extraction, in
which the extraction process identifies textural variations from different instances for the
time/day. In continuous frame observation, the EBD of novice women drivers is said to
be continuous for the time and day. This method employs a CNN with two hidden-layer
processes for the frame differentiation and textural variation identification. The detection
and extraction process prevents the chance of eye blinking by causing segment errors.
The segment errors are identified as eye blink recognition. The proposed eye blink event
detection addresses such segment errors in face image processing through pixel extraction
using a convolutional neural network.

First, novice women drivers’ facial expressions during driving instances are observed.
Let EyeB( f ) mean the sequence of the eye-blink detected frames that are observed in a
different time interval. In this face image processing, the Fimg( f ) of novice women drivers
during different instances, ∆, is evaluated as:

Fimg(∆) = EyeB(∆)− Sege × Eyers(∆) (1)

In Equation (1), the variable Sege represents the eye region segmentation errors and
the objective of this error minimization is defined as ∀EyeB(∆) ∈ Fimg(∆) for detecting and
classifying the identified events using face image processing. The image/video frames
observed from novice women drivers are classified into two instances, such as discrete ( fd)
and continuous ( fc). Therefore, the condition ∆ = fd + fc is such that a discrete frame is
detected between two continuous frames or vice versa. The identified event occurrence is
unique for novice women drivers in Saudi Arabia. If the variable δ means the number of
identified event occurrences, then fd = (δ× ∆)− fc is the discrete frame detected instances
to be segmented from the face image. Let f ( fd) and f ( fc) represent the frames of EyeB(∆)
that are observed with δ and Sege and detected in all the discrete frame detected instances,
such that:

f ( fd) =
Sege

Fimg(∆)
T ∀ Sege 6= 0 (2)

Additionally,
f ( fc) = δ·T × Fimg(∆) ∀ Sege = 0 (3)

The above Equations (2) and (3) represent the frames observed from the novice women
driver face images, such that the observed frames are identified for segmenting the eye
region based on extracting the textural features using EyeB(∆). T is represented as the first
event detection. Now, based on the frames of the eye, parts are detected and segmented
using Equation (2); therefore, the above Equation (1) is re-written as:

Fimg(∆) =

{
f ( fd) = δ·T × Fimg(∆), i f Sege = 0

f ( fc)− f ( fd) = δ·T × Fimg(∆)−
Sege

Fimg(∆)
T, ∀ Sege 6= 0 (4)

In Equation (4), the expanded face image processing and frames’ detected sequence
of fd ∈ T to be identified in the current instance addresses the first event detection in a
discrete frame using textural feature extraction. The segmentation process is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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The input image generates fc and fd, which are assimilated for the segment detection.
In the segment detection, the face, eyes, and blink are extracted for improved accuracy.
Based on ∆ = fd + fc, the missing sequences are pursued by either f ( fd) or f ( fc), for which
consecutive frames are utilized. Therefore, the segmentation relies on ∆ extracted from
Fmg( f ) (Refer to Figure 2). This eye-region segmentation identifies Sege based on variation
detection, using a convolutional neural network and the ED-SF method. The variation pixel
extraction and textural feature variation identified from the different frames using the face
image are processed through the CNN. For this process, the different time frame sequences
of δ ∈ fd are expressed as:

δ( fd) =

(
1− fc( f ·T)

δ

)
fd−1 + ∑T

i=1


(

1− fc
Sege

)i−1
fd−1

( f ·T)

 (5)

Equation (5) computes the previous sequence of event detection in a discrete frame at
a different time interval fd−1 and the previous sequence of event detection in continuous
frames at a different time interval ( fc)

i−1. The condition δ( fd) =
(

1− fc( f ·T)
δ

)
fd−1 +

∑T
i=1

( (
1− fc

Sege

)i−1
fd−1

( f .T)

)
is computed for identifying the eye blinking of novice women drivers

driving in Saudi Arabia. Based on the frame detection, Fimg(∆) = f ( fc)− f ( fd)[1− δ( fd)] is
the final output for the Sege 6= 0 condition. The textural feature variation identifies (tex fc)
and (tex fd

) in both the continuous and discrete frames for the identified event detection in
the first input image processing, which is computed as:

tex fc '
f ( fc)× T

∑n∈T [δ· fc + EyeB(∆)]n
(6)

tex fd
' f ( fc) ∗ T + f ( fd)× T

∑n∈T (δ· fc)n{ [1− δ( fd)]× f ( fc)}n
(7)

where the variable n represents the number of event detections using frames and the above
Equations (6) and (7) are used to identify the textural feature variations in the frames
observed in the discrete and continuous sequences, which are saved as the knowledge
base for future reference. In this first novice women drivers face image processing, tex fc ,
tex fd

, f ( fc), and f ( fd) are the serving inputs for the CNN. Figure 3 presents the feature
variation identification.
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The variation detection process relies on fd−1 and fd until ∆ reaches any f . If ∆ is
achieved, then tex fc and tex fd

are segregated for identifying variations. The discrete com-
binations ( fd, fd−1), ( fd−1), and ( fd−1, fd+1) are separated from fd and fd+1 for precision
retention. Such sequences are used for extracting fd and fc to further identify ∆ ∈ FImg
(Refer to Figure 3). The consecutive processing of frames for eye-region segmentation helps
to identify the segment error and variation error in the pixel and textural feature extraction
between the continuous and discrete sequences. This CNN process is discussed in the
following section.

4. Neural Network Process for Event Detection

In the pixel extraction process, the convolutional neural network is used to identify
the correctness of the discrete–continuous textural features and detect the correctness
of the discrete and continuous textural features and segment errors in the face image
processing. As this process relies on already stored observations of the EyeB(∆), the
maximum detection precision is achievable. The number of pixels may vary for all novice
women drivers, though the knowledge base helps to classify and detect the eye blink
segment for both instances at different time intervals. In particular, the CNN process has
two hidden-layer processes: frame differentiation and eye-region segmentation. In the
frame difference estimation, the discrete and continuous frames are detected to improve the
stored observation of EyeB(∆). Instead, in the eye-region segmentation, a different textural
variation is observed in EyeB(∆), which is used to augment the condition Fimg(∆) along
with a better extraction process and the detection of segment errors. As per the process,
the serving inputs for the discrete and continuous frame differentiation are EyeB(∆) and T.
The computation of EyeB(∆) ∈ T is extracted under the discrete and continuous frames’
observed sequences, depending upon the occurrence of the identified event detection.

In the pixel extraction processes, if the frames are to be continuous in the event
detection, then EyeB(∆) and the time frames are classified independently, with two hidden-
layer processes. These two hidden-layer processes are performed for the discrete and
continuous frames, after which, the CNN is used to update the previous event detection
observation. The two hidden-layer outputs, (H11 to H1T) and (H21 to H2T), are computed
as shown in Equations (8) and (9).

H11 = fc1

H12 = 2 fc2 − 2( fd)2 − f ( fc)1
H13 = 3 fc3 − 3( fd)3 − f ( fc)3

...
H1T = δ fcT − δ( fd)T − f ( fc)T−1


Layer 1 output (8)
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H21 = fc1

H22 = 2( fd) + f ( fc)1
H23 = 3( fd) + f ( fc)2 − f ( fd)1

...
H2T = δ( fd) + f ( fc)T−1 − f ( fd)T−2


Layer 2 output (9)

The two hidden-layer processes generate frame differentiation and eye-region seg-
mentation outputs. The pixel extraction is processed using a convolutional neural network
based on the time frame for the identified event occurrence detection. The condition T ∈ H1
must not be equal to T ∈ H2, which is the textural variation identification condition. If an
identified event is observed from the continuous frames in the first image process, then H2
is processed for the eye-region segmentation. In this process, the time frames are divided
as per the segment changes, and then δ( fd) + f ( fc)T−1 − f ( fd)T−2 is the pixel extraction
sequence of the discrete frames. The continuous and discrete frames are identified using
the differentiation process of the CNN. In this differentiation process, the comparison of
H1T and H2T is computed such that fc = { fc ∪ f ( fc)} and fd = {H1T ∪ H2T ∩ f ( fd)}
are extracted independently for the precise recognition of the eye blinks of novice women
drivers in Saudi Arabia. The eye-region segmentation with the previous knowledge base
used for achieving the first layer, from which the textural variations are identified from
the sequence, is grouped for verification. After the differentiation process, the frames are
discrete, and then the textural features are compared with T based on f ( fd) in the identi-
fied event-occurring sequence. Here, the serving inputs are f ( fd) and fd for the segment
changes verification, and these inputs serve as the training for all the time-frame-classified
sequences under fd. The first hidden-layer process is illustrated in Figure 4.
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In this process, the frame differentiation is first identified for a precise eye-blink seg-
mentation. In this differentiation process, the discrete and continuous frame differentiation
is identified for the segment changes identification with fd and EyeB(∆). If fd and EyeB(∆)
denote the time frame sequences, (i.e.,), if tex fc < tex fd

, then the decision matrix value
is 1. Instead, if tex fc > tex fd

is true, then the decision matrix value is inverted; therefore,
the new sequence of the continuous frame is further extracted for its features, and the
segment changes are identified under two hidden-layer processes, where T ∈ fc. From
the above condition, if tex fc > tex fd

is marked as “1”, then tex fc < tex fd
is marked as

“0”. Based on the CNN output, if the identified event occurrence of 0 is detected, then
discreteness is achieved. Instead, if the identified event occurrence of 1 is detected, then the
consequence is achieved. Hence, the differentiation of the discrete and continuous frames
initiates the two hidden-layer processes, as per the above equation. Now, the segment
changes are identified, and the training will be performed by the CNN process for updating
the knowledge base, as per the CNN process of eye blink recognition using the proposed
ED-SF method. In this sequential process, first, the event identified fd is used for the pixel
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extraction process based on fc × f ( fc) and fc × f ( fd), which are the final decision matrix
representations, respectively. In the extraction process, the time frames serve as the inputs
for the variation identification to classify the events with the extracted textural features
from fd. In the eye-region segmentation retrieval process, the condition (H2T , fd) is fetched
for verifying the texture luminosity and identifying the segment errors. If fc occurs, then
tex fc is computed as in Equation (6). Instead, if fd occurs, the discrete frames are grouped
for a continuous sequence. Here, the two hidden-layer processes and event occurrences,
which are different for all novice women drivers, are analyzed using the pixel extraction
process. Therefore, based on the segment changes and training, the knowledge base is
updated with the current eye-region segmentation process and computed as:

H11 = fd1
H12 = 2 fd2 + f ( fd)1 + Sege

1
H13 = 3 fd3 + f ( fd)2 + Sege

2
...

H1T = T· fdT + f ( fd)T−1 + Sege
T


, for the discrete frames (10)

H11 = 0
H12 = f ( fc)1 + 2 fc1 − Sege

1
H13 = f ( fc)2 + 3 fc2 − Sege

1
...

H1T = f ( fc)T−1 + T· fcT − Sege
T


, for the continuous frames (11)

The above Equations (10) and (11) compute the identified event occurrences in both the
discrete and continuous frames and are analyzed for novice women drivers. The segment
changes are also identified for training. The continuous and discrete frame differentiation
achieves H11 = 0, as the previous eye-region segmentation used the case of a discrete
frame sequence, and the update for fc is zero. Therefore, this is not considered in the
pixel extraction process. In both instances, the segment error increases, before which, the
knowledge base is updated, as in Equation (12).

KU1 = 1( fd1)+ fc−1
Sege

1

KU2 = 2( fd2)+ fc−2
Sege

2
− f ( fd−1)

KU3 = 3( fd3)+ fc−3
Sege

3
− f ( fd−2)

...
KUT = T( fdT)+ fc−T

Sege
T

− f ( fd−T−1)


(12)

The stored knowledge base update is processed at the end of all the discrete frame
sequences or before the start of the next continuous frame sequence. In Figure 5, the layer
two process for the training is illustrated.

The two outputs, H1T and H2T , are cross-validated for fc and fd ∈ T until ∆. In this
process, based on fc and fd, the δ and Sege occurrences are extracted. The extraction process
is tuned to generate fc other than fd from the layer one analysis. Both layers are jointly
idolized for knowledge updates; fc ∈ H1T and H2T ∈ fd occur between fd and fd+2. If
fc ∈ H2T , then the T extraction (identifying) sequence is performed. Contrarily, if fd is
the output, then Sege is trained until ∆ and the layer one process (as in Figure 4) generates
a precise H1T (Figure 5). From the knowledge base update, the segment changes for the
frames are used to identify the facial expressions and eye blinks of novice women drivers
in different time frames. If the segment errors and textural variations are not identified,
then the discrete and continuous frames will be grouped using the CNN, resulting in a
high EBD precision.
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5. Experimental Analysis

The experimental analysis is performed using the data provided in [33]. This dataset
provides nearly 12,000 niqab-covered faces, from which 6000+ images are used for testing
and 1200 images are used for training the H1 and H2. Using these data as a reference, a
sample representation of continuous and discrete instances of f is illustrated in Figure 6.
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This illustration is presented here for understanding the sequences from which the
variations are observed. The frames and segmentation processes performed for the above
sequences are independently described in the following tables. Tables 2 and 3 present the
segmentation processes for the continuous- and discrete-sequence-observed inputs.

Table 2. Segmentation for continuous sequence.

Input Image Segmented Image Variation Plot
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Table 3. Segmentation for discrete sequence.

Input Image Segmented Image Variation Plot
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Table 4. Actual and variation feature outputs.

Sequence Segmented Input Actual (H1) Extracted (H2)
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The performance assessment is carried out using MATLAB experiments by varying
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variation error, and detection time are compared with existing methods using the results
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obtained. The methods of HCNN + LSTM [27], 2s-STGCN [21], and CDFDM [25] are used
for the combined analysis.

6.1. Event Detection

The identified event detection was high in this proposed method based on eye-region
segmentation and textural feature extraction in the face image processing of novice women
drivers in Saudi Arabia using in-car cam monitoring systems. This can be observed
from the different instances depicted in Figure 7. This proposed ED-SF method satisfies
women drivers that are less experienced and lacking in road safety knowledge by checking
the different texture luminosities, using different inputs for identifying the eye blinks of
women drivers. This process performed abnormal eye blink recognition through frame
differentiation and textural feature variation computation at different time intervals for
pixel extraction in image processing. The condition ∀EyeB(∆) ∈ Fimg(∆) was defined for
detecting and classifying the identified event occurrences in the discrete and continuous
frames and analyzed using face image processing. The facial expressions were recognized
until an identified abnormal event occurred, which was detected via physical observations
and technical assistance. Therefore, the discrete and continuous frame differentiation was
identified using the first hidden-layer processing for improving EBD. Hence, the segment
errors detected using the CNN in different frames achieved a high event detection.
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6.2. Detection Precision

Detection precision as a measure is computed using the correctly identified positive
instances from the range of entire instances that the system recognized as positive. The de-
tection precision concentrates on the accuracy of the positive prediction, which is measured
as follows.

Detection precision =
True Positive

(True Positive + False Positive)
(13)

Figure 8 represents the eye-region segmentation from both the discrete and continuous
frames with abnormal event detections for identifying the eye blinks of women drivers. In
the proposed method, the identified event detection was maximized through the proposed
method for driving experience, and novice women drivers were highly exposed to vehicle-
handling features. The first event detection occurrence from the discrete frame instances
was identified in the face image processing. If any eye blink was identified in the image
processing, training was provided to the women drivers for improving their practices. From
the instances, the discrete frames were observed from the novice women drivers, such that
the segment variation was identified and then the pixel extraction and textural feature
variation were computed for EyeB(∆). The first-layer output and second-layer output were
combined to improve the EBD precision and classify such event-occurring frames using the
image processing. Detecting such segment errors in the face image processing maximized
the pixel extraction for the training, such that a high EBD precision was achieved using the
pixel extraction process.
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6.3. Sensitivity

Sensitivity is computed from the correctly identified positive instances from the entire
actual positive instances database. It concentrates on the how effectively the system
predicted the positive features.

Sensitivity =
True Positive

(True Positive + False Negative)
(14)

Figure 9 illustrates the sensitivity value of analyzing and detecting the EBD of novice
women drivers in Saudi Arabia. Based on the eye-region segmentation process, the varia-
tion in the pixel extraction was identified for the precise detection of an eye blink. Both the
discrete and continuous frames were separated for segmenting the eye part from the face
image through a convolution neural network at different time intervals. This eye-region
segmentation was processed for identifying Sege based on the textural feature variation
identification using a convolutional neural network and the ED-SF method. The variation
was identified in the pixel extraction and segment changes were identified from the differ-
ent frames throughout the face image processing at different time intervals. There were two
hidden-layer outputs in the sequential event detection from the continuous frames with
the pixel extraction process for the precise eye-region segmentation without errors. Based
on the continuous and discrete frame differentiation identification using one layer, a high
sensitivity in the eye-region segmentation was satisfied by using the proposed method.
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6.4. Variation Error

The variation error was computed by taking the difference between the actual and
predicted output values. This proposed method using eye blink recognition reduced the
occurrence of identified events and segment errors in the face image processing of novice
women drivers in Saudi Arabia through a CNN, and did not contain the continuous frame
sequence at any time interval. The textural feature variations were identified from the time
frames observed in the discrete and continuous instances for improving the eye-region
segmentation. In the first novice women drivers face image processing, the evaluation of
tex fc , tex fd

, f ( fc), and f ( fd) was processed for EBD using the CNN. The segment changes
were identified for preventing errors in the pixel extraction process in the face image
processing of women drivers for the fc = { fc ∪ f ( fc)} and fd = {H1T ∪ H2T ∩ f ( fd)}
conditions. The time frames were differentiated for improving the textural feature variation
identification using a convolutional neural network. If the occurrence of an identified event
was observed from the continuous frames in the first image process, then layer two was
processed for the eye-region segmentation. Based on the pixel extraction process, EBD was
improved through the face image processing, preventing segment errors. The proposed
method requires vehicle usage information, in which the proposed method achieves a
minimum variation error, as represented in Figure 10.
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6.5. Detection Time

The differentiation of the discrete and continuous frames was identified for improving
the texture luminosity in the precise eye-region segmentation of women drivers’ face image
processing and is illustrated in Figure 11. In this event detection, using segmented frames
for precise EBD, less detection time and segment errors were satisfied through a computer-
based analysis for the differentiation of the discrete and continuous frames, initiating the
two hidden-layer processes, as per the above equation. In this CNN process, the segment
errors and textural feature variation were identified in using the conditions fd and EyeB(∆)
at different time frame sequences. In this process, the discrete and continuous frame
differentiation was detected for identifying the segment changes with fd and EyeB(∆). The
precise event detection was processed using the variation pixel extraction process from
the different frames using the CNN. In this proposed identified event detection, the EBD
improved through using a convolutional neural network with two hidden-layer processes.
In this article for segmenting the eye region devouring the textural variation, the detection
time was less at a different time frames.
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7. Conclusions

Saudi Arabian women are novices to driving, as the ban was uplifted in 2018. There-
fore, pursuing driving rules is novel for them. Considering this fact, eye-region-based
fatigue or drowsiness detection was presented in this article. Events such as eye blinks or
eye closing were identified for improving women drivers’ safety. Computer-vision-based
event detection through segmented frames was exclusively designed for abnormality iden-
tification. This method relied on the textural variations observed from the discrete and
continuous sequences through continuous monitoring. The input image was analyzed
using two layers of a convolution neural network. In the first layer, the discrete and
continuous frames for the observed sequences were verified and pursued by the precise
frame extraction in the second layer. This provided a segmented image, regardless of the
textures and features extracted in each frame. The error-causing variation sequences were
identified and used for training the neural network in order to prevent additional errors in
the upcoming sequences. Therefore, the proposed method was reliable in identifying the
eye-blink events for novice women drivers to provide safety assistance.

Findings: From the comparative analysis, the proposed method improved the event
detection by 9.5%, detection precision by 7.84%, and sensitivity by 9.46%, and reduced the
variation error by 13.32% and detection time by 10.37% compared to other models. Thus,
the proposed method improved the EBD accuracy by 9.5% compared to HCNN + LSTM,
2s-STGCN, and CDFDM

Future Work: However, the introduced method failed to recognize the eye blinks by
detecting faces. Inspired by the recent trends in face detection, facial-expression-based
driver assistance and safety regulations are planned to be incorporated into future work. A
face covered with a Niqab or mask is to be considered for this purpose for differentiating
facial expressions along with event detection.
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